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Find a small cruising sailboat and restore it to pristine condition on a budget that won't sink

your budgetSmall, trailererable cruising sailboats are more popular than ever as mooring

spaces dwindle and marina dockage and winter storage costs soar. Fix It and Sail helps you

discover boatloads of fun far less than a single ski weekend or golf club membership. Veteran

sailor and journalist Brian Gilbert shows you how to select and inspect a boat, then restore it

from keel to rigging.Gilbert's clear, step-by-step instructions guide you through every phase of

the restoration process from repairing keels, hulls, ports, and cabins to painting, wiring, and

sealing. You'll learn how to evaluate, repair and replace hardware, upholstery, canvaswork, and

more. Profusely illustrated appendices give you a vivid picture of the costs, tasks, and labor

involved in an actual restoration project.
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e-mails, has been a phenomenal help by proofreading and correcting the early text, suggesting

improvements, and so on. He has spent many hours reviewing material, and this book is vastly

improved because of his input. Tom Stockwell has also reviewed later versions of this book and

made good suggestions, and I'm grateful for his effort.Bob White graciously posted restoration

images and comments on his website, , and has donated much programming time and Web

space. His website gave me the idea to expand that information into this form.I am also greatly

indebted to the folks at International Marine, whose time and efforts transformed this

manuscript into a real book. While I appreciate all who worked on it, I need to especially

recognize Bob Holtzman, my editor, whose suggestions have made this book much more

readable, and Jonathan Eaton, who had the faith to take this job on in the first place.I'd also
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toast that I read about in Mathew Wilson's Cruising Guide to the Bahamas—a toast to:The

wind that blows,The ship that goes,And the lass that loved a sailor.PREFACECopyright © 2006

by International Marine. Click here for terms of use.This book was written with the hope that

more people can experience the joy and freedom that sailing in your own boat allows. I've

always been hooked on the idea that sailing is for everyone, and that voyaging in your own little

boat can be done for a lot less money than many people believe.This book is ultimately about

dispelling some of the myths of sailing. Big, showy boats have been used for ages to

demonstrate wealth. In my local library, there's even a sailing book with the subtitle The

Beautiful People and Their Beautiful Boats.Fix It and Sail has nothing to do with that type of

boating.The idea of saving money and sailing may sometimes seem to be mutually exclusive,

but my intent is to reconcile these two thoughts as much as possible. A sailboat is a big

investment, but it's well within the means of just about anyone as long as you have the desire.

Owning a boat and sailing it well are some of life's great pleasures, and they can be enjoyed by

you.CHAPTER 1Why Restore a Small Boat? Economics, Practical Considerations, and Having

It Your WayCopyright © 2006 by International Marine. Click here for terms of use.Once upon a

time—a long, long time ago—I owned and lived aboard a Catalina 27. For roughly four years, I

lived aboard my boat. Then I decided it was time to go back to school. I sold the boat, moved

inland, and used the money to get married and earn my master's degree.I had always heard it

said that the two greatest days in a sailor's life are the day he buys his boat and the day he

sells it. Pardon me for saying so, but that's a boatload of manure. I was grateful to sell my boat,

but it took all of two weeks before I started feeling like I had made a mistake. Almost

immediately I started thinking about another boat to buy.Eight years and one baby later, I still

had no boat. The money for a sailboat always seemed to be urgently needed for one bill or

another, so my wife and I had very little to work with. I decided to sit down and define the

parameters for a boat that would fit my family's lifestyle.Part of the problem was me: Having

lived aboard a boat, I had definite ideas about what I wanted: a large, high-quality yacht. But

my dream boat was totally unrealistic, at least at this stage of my life—newly married, fresh

from grad school, unable to find work that capitalized on my degree, with a baby thrown into

the mix. We didn't go too crazy buying stuff for our son, but we did want one of us to stay home

with our son, and the lost income became significant. As our son Kyle got older, my wife was

able to land a good job, I found a part-time editing contract (with flexible hours so I could

homeschool Kyle), and we moved into a new house (with the accompanying mortgage and

expenses). There was a little money left over after we paid the bills, but not much. I soon

understood that there would never be enough to go out and buy that Island Packet 32.That's

when I finally settled on the idea of a trailerable sailboat—something that I could use to dash

away for quick day sails, the occasional overnight or weekend cruise, and maybe a little longer

trip once or twice a year. So I sat down and tried to turn my rather amorphous daydreams into

concrete plans. Our sailboat would have to be:1. Affordable. Although this can mean widely

different things to different people, with us it meant really, really affordable—as in, not a lot of

money at all. Like many young families, we had numerous priorities (our young son, for

example) that ate up what little cash we had left over at the end of the month.2. Small. A

smaller boat would be a great deal cheaper and would suit the lake sailing that we'd be doing.

Oh, sure, I'll cruise the Caribbean someday, but in the meantime, I could sail this boat. Then,

when the tropical breezes start to blow my way, I can use the equity in the small boat to move

up to something larger. I did want a boat that was large enough to sleep on in relative comfort,

meaning some form of cabin (a Catalina 22, for example).3. Trailerable. A boat on wheels can

be vastly more flexible to use than one that's stuck in the water. Trailerability also reduces



maintenance expenses and improves affordability, as I describe in more detail in the next

section.4. Quick. The boat had to be quick to fix, quick to rig, quick to launch, and quick to sail.

It seems that time is a rare commodity these days, and we needed a boat that didn't take up all

our spare minutes.The only thing that seemed to fill all these requirements was an older, small

sailboat (18–23 feet), with a trailer, in need of some repairs and maintenance. I eventually

found one that came close, though it ended up needing a lot more repairs than I planned on.

More about my particular choice later.Reducing the Costs of SailingOur boat would have to be

cheap—both to buy and to maintain. I figured I could come up with about $1,500 to buy the

boat, which is not a lot of money. Realistically, the only boats in this range are trailerable.A

trailerable boat gives you options for storing it in the off season that larger boats don't have.

You can keep it in your backyard and work on it over the winter if you like, or store it on the

trailer in a rental yard or marina. Stick it in a slip during the summer months, and you'll be

sailing at the drop of a hat. Some marinas will rent a parking space near their boat ramp where

the boat can be kept fully rigged. As long as there aren't any overhead power lines, you can

load up the car, drive to the marina, hook up the trailer, and slide it into the water. This can be a

lot easier than trailering from house to the water every time you want to sail (although you still

have that option), and it can be a lot cheaper than keeping the boat in a slip.A trailerable boat

kept at home is accessible for work without the haulout, yard fees, and trucking expenses that

larger boats require. This reduces the cost of maintenance. Parking the boat in the backyard

over the winter enables you to dash out and do a quick job whenever you have a free moment,

instead of having to pack up the tools, drive to the yard or storage facility, discover you've

forgotten something, and spend the rest of the day cursing your absentmindedness.Cash Value
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the water. This can be a lot easier than trailering from house to the water every time you want
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a slip.A trailerable boat kept at home is accessible for work without the haulout, yard fees, and

trucking expenses that larger boats require. This reduces the cost of maintenance. Parking the

boat in the backyard over the winter enables you to dash out and do a quick job whenever you

have a free moment, instead of having to pack up the tools, drive to the yard or storage facility,

discover you've forgotten something, and spend the rest of the day cursing your

absentmindedness.Cash Value
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Lagoswoodcarving, “Save money. Lots of good info if you are considering restoring an old boat.

Coupled with YouTube videos on the subject, you may develop enough confidence to tackle a

project like that. However...Don’t expect more than a cursory explanation of any given subject.

Use this book as a guide on what to pay attention to, and, significantly, the order of operations

that is suggested. If you’ve never done this type of thing before, a guide can help budget and

save money.”

Valiant S. Vetter, “Lost of useful, encouraging I formation to be had here.. A very good book for

the DIYer considering trying their skills at restoring a boat.This is really a kind of "diary" about

the author's restoration of his pocket cruiser rather than a detailed "how-to" manual. (Get Don

Casey's "Complete Illustrated sailboat Maintenance Manual" for that.) Still, the author does

include many excellent notes and resources to help the would-be boat restorer accomplish

their mission.Though we are looking at doing a less-intense fix-up on a bigger boat, the

lessons learned from this book should transfer well to any size fiberglass sailboat.”

Kim Rogers, “Best Book ever. This book tells you the does and don’t, for a fist timer fixer

upper.  It also tells you what to look for when buying a run down boat.”

Dana C. Larkin, “A real help. My husband is in the process of restoring our 28' Irwin, and even

with as much as he knows, he finds this book to be very helpful. He is a 'hands-on' learner, so

there is something special about this book for him to be so interested in it. Money very well

spent.”

Gus, “Practical and inspiring advice. Great for inspiring someone to restore a used and

inexpensive sailboat. I wish the author had described his experience with the boat was

finished, how it sailed, etc. Nonetheless, it's a great book.”

Notadev, “Fix Up Old Fiberglass Sailboats. Good details and photos as to how to fix up an old

fiberglass sailboat so you can sail it.”

William R. Dye, “Four Stars. informative”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good Book. This book provided a number of good ideas, quality

approaches to repairing a trailer and steps tto refinishing a sailboat.”

Oli, “Interesting and useful. A nicely written book with lots of useful information. It's a shame it

is US biased as I am in the UK, but that's a very small issue.”



Morteach, “Well worth it. Readable and good practical advice. Not really for those doing a bit of

tarting up; clearly targeted at those who enjoy the challenge of restoring a neglected example.

You need to be reasonably practical and familiar or prepared to become familiar with basic

hand and machine tools. Only negative is that there is lots of advice on materials and supplies

but they're all USA.”

Anon, “Boat fixing guide. Good, comprehensive and simple book. Wonderful read and easy to

follow. A perfect start for novices like me.Thank you”

The book by Brian Gilbert has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 111 people have provided feedback.
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